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Two Rivers Network Commitments
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Two Rivers is very concerned about the safety of our students, staff, and families and will continue to closely mon-
itor and follow local and national health guidance. Based on current guidance from DC Health and the Office of 
the State Superintendent for Education, we commit to:   

Mandate COVID-19 vaccination

On September 20, Mayor Bowser issued an update to the previously announced vaccine  mandate. The updated 
mandate requires all adult personnel in DC schools and child care facilities to be vaccinated unless they have a reli-
gious or medical exemption. The new mandate removes the previously allowed weekly testing option for employees 
who do not have an approved medical or religious exemption. Two Rivers is required to follow and implement 
systems to ensure compliance with DC’s policy regarding the requirement of vaccinations for District employees. 
Currently, over 87% of our employees are partially or fully vaccinated and we anticipate this percentage will fur-
ther increase by the November 1 deadline. All partially or unvaccinated employees will continue to be required to 
complete weekly, asymptomatic testing. 

In addition to a mandate for adult personnel, the Mayor’s vaccine mandate also applies to student-athletes. Stu-
dent-athletes who will turn 12 between September 16, 2021 and November 1, 2021 must be fully vaccinated 
before December 13, 2021 to be eligible to practice or compete in school-based extracurricular athletics. At Two 
Rivers, this mandate applies to our middle school volleyball and basketball teams. You can expect additional guid-
ance on this requirement from the middle school leadership team.

Update our facilities and ready our classrooms
 
Our commitment starts with ensuring that our buildings and spaces are set up to minimize the exchange of drop-
lets in the air and maximize consistent spacing between individuals.

• • Improved ventilation:Improved ventilation: Two Rivers has taken several steps to ensure adequate ventilation in our buildings based 
on a study by an outside consultant. First, in order to increase air circulation, the HVAC system runs two 
hours earlier and two hours later than the pre-COVID schedule. Second, we upgraded the filters to MERV -13 
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      and cleaned the air handler units. Finally, bipolar ionization air filtration systems have been installed in each of          
      our buildings to attach to and deactivate pathogens such as SARS-CoV-2. 

• • Socially-distant space arrangementsSocially-distant space arrangements: Two Rivers has made several physical changes to promote social distancing. 
We rearranged classroom spaces to create distancing of at least 3 feet between student desks - replacing shared 
tables with individual desks. Spacing during lunch and nap time is 6 feet. 

• • SignageSignage: We marked floors in each classroom in order to demarcate the student desk footprint to help ensure dis-
tancing. Hallways and stairwells have floor markings and signage to denote directional pathways and appropriate 
distancing when students wait in line. 

• • BathroomsBathrooms: In addition to preparing single stall bathrooms with additional sanitation materials, multi-stall 
student bathrooms will have alternating stalls closed to reduce any exchange of droplets and maintain distance 
requirements. Bathrooms shared by multiple groups of students will be sanitized between uses.

• • Staff spacesStaff spaces: In shared spaces, such as break rooms, resource rooms, supply rooms, and copy rooms, Two Rivers 
will stagger use, post occupancy limits, maintain strict physical distance between individuals, ensure face cover-
ings are worn at all times except while eating, and clean and disinfect between uses. Disinfecting wipes will be 
available and required to be used by staff between use of copy machines and other shared office technology such 
as microwaves and refrigerators.

• • Isolation spaceIsolation space: Two Rivers has identified a space and bathroom in all three schools for a student or staff member 
developing symptoms while on site to isolate from others safely. Each isolation room will be equipped with a 
PPE bin and student cot. Staff monitoring the isolation room must wear PPE including face mask, gloves, and 
disposable gown. The student or staff member with symptoms must wear a mask while in the room. After the 
staff or student have departed the isolation room, the room will be closed and disinfected with the Clorox Total 
360 Electrostatic Sprayer. DC Health has confirmed that the staff member monitoring the isolation room can 
return to work if they were in the space with the appropriate PPE. The staff member monitoring the students 
should dispose all PPE before returning to the community.

• • Water access:Water access: We equipped our water fountains with touchless bottle fillers, disabling the spout function. 

Ensure that our spaces are clean and sanitary at all times

In adherence with OSSE and DC Health guidance, Two Rivers has implemented the following plans to 
ensure our buildings are properly cleaned when students and staff are present:

• Two Rivers has secured additional daytime cleaning staffdaytime cleaning staff per site. The cleaning staff are trained to follow CDC 
guidelines to ensure high touch surfaces and high occupancy spaces are cleaned and disinfected multiple times 
per day. These spaces include all door handles, handrails, elevator buttons, and restrooms. 

• All spaces in use are cleaned and disinfected nightly by the evening custodial crewevening custodial crew. The Clorox Total 360 Electro-
static System will be used to deep clean in the event that any illness or exposure is reported on site. 

Provide necessary Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and hygiene supplies

Two Rivers will make available all necessary PPE and supplies for students and staff. Specifically:

• We have general PPE suppliesgeneral PPE supplies, such as masks and face shields, for staff and students should they forget them at 
home. All TR staff onsite will be provided with reusable, washable staff masks.



Implement positive COVID-19 case notifications

If anyone present onsite at Two Rivers tests positive for COVID-19, Two Rivers will follow the health and safety 
guidance released by DC Health and the Office of the State Superintendent of Education, namely:

• • Notify staff and familiesNotify staff and families: The graphic below summarizes the notices we send to the full school community, 
impacted crew, and any close contacts in the event of a positive COVID-19 case at the school. We also plan to 
post some weekly summary data on our website with total positive cases and quarantines, but know that you can 
count on being directly notified of any positive case in your school community. If your student is a close contact 
and needs to quarantine, the communication you receive will detail next steps and dates when your child may 
return to school. 

• • Close Contacts and Contact TracingClose Contacts and Contact Tracing: When we learn that a person with COVID-19 has been present in one of 
our school buildings, we immediately identify any students and staff who are “close contacts.” According to DC 
Health, students are defined as close contacts if they are less than 3 ft apart with a positive student for a cumu-
lative period of 15 minutes or more during the day (while properly wearing masks). Students who each lunch 
together with masks off are close contacts if they are at less than 6 ft apart while unmasked. We are able to rely 
on these guidelines because of our strong ventilation and mask wearing practices in classrooms and other spaces. 
To date, positive cases at Two Rivers have resulted in between zero and twelve close contacts, with most cases 
resulting in 2-4 close contacts. Two Rivers reports all known cases to DC Health so that their team of contact 
tracers can validate our list of close contacts and identify close contacts outside of the school day.

• • Clean, sanitize, and disinfect affected areaClean, sanitize, and disinfect affected area: If a positive COVID-19 case is reported, the work area for the iden-
tified individual will be disinfected by our facilities management team using the Clorox Total 360 Electrostatic 
System. The custodial services team cleans, disinfects, and sanitizes all of the surfaces in the room. This process 
will occur within 24 hours of the reported case. 
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• • Enhanced PPEEnhanced PPE, such as gloves, gowns, and shoe covers, are available for those staff in closer, more frequent con-
tact with students. 

• All classrooms are equipped with cleaning and sanitizing suppliescleaning and sanitizing supplies so that surfaces can be cleaned by teachers be-
fore and after meals and after transitioning of shared student equipment. Supplies include paper towels, cleaning 
solutions, and Purell Foodservice surface sanitizer. All cleaning supplies are secured and kept out of the reach of 
children.

• At our main entrances and reception desks, we have contactless thermometers and sneeze guardscontactless thermometers and sneeze guards. 

• Throughout our buildings, we have installed hand sanitizer stations. 

https://coronavirus.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/coronavirus/page_content/attachments/Travel_Guidance_DCHealth_COVID-19_2021-5-17-2021.pdf
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Provide asymptomatic testing onsite

Based on our experience with OSSE’s testing program in September, Two Rivers is piloting an alternative testing 
vendor that will use shallow nasal swabs instead of saliva tests. We will be piloting the new vendor in grades pre-
school through first grade, which were the grades that struggled the most with producing sufficient saliva for the 
OSSE test (ShieldT3). In those grades, all students in the class who have not opted out of COVID testing will be 
tested weekly. Results will be available within 2-3 days (this test is slower than the saliva test lab). Results will be 
shared with relevant Two Rivers Public Charter School staff and reported to DC Health. Families will be notified 
immediately if we learn that their child has tested positive. Testing does not replace treatment by your medical 
provider if your child shows any signs of illness and families take full responsibility to take appropriate action with 
regards to the results they receive. Families should seek medical advice, care and treatment from their medical 
provider if they have questions or concerns. As with any medical test, there is a potential for a false positive or false 
negative COVID-19 test result. Families will not receive notification of a negative COVID-19 test result.

The first day of early grades testing in the new program will be Monday, October 4, 2021. If your child is in pre-
school through first grade and you wish to opt out of testing, please email medical@tworiverspcs.org and indicate 
that you wish to opt out. We will automatically opt out all students who have previously completed an opt form 
for saliva-based testing. You can also opt back in to testing by emailing the address above. Families will receive 
additional information about accessing results from the Quest Diagnostics laboratory directly. In all cases, we will 
immediately notify the family of any child who tests positive. 

Students in second grade and higher will continue with ShieldT3’s weekly saliva test for the time being using a 
sample of 10-20% of students. Sample testing occurs weekly on Thursdays at all Two Rivers schools. Some stu-
dents may not let you know that they have been tested and others may confuse trying to complete a test with 
actually completing a sample - to ensure you can check for any completed results, families can follow these instruc-
tions. Here are the campus specific “agency codes” you will need to create your account using the attached direc-
tions if you haven’t created one yet:

4th Street Elementary School: b90l85zw
Young Elementary School: g0d6cib9
Middle School: r8n19zrb
If you cannot create an account using the attached instructions, you can call this warm line for support: 1-833-
762-0762 (M-F 9-5).

After we pilot the nasal swab tests for two weeks, we will make a decision about further adjusting our asymptomat-
ic COVID testing protocols.
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https://www.tworiverspcs.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Patient-portal-login_k12-1.pdf
https://www.tworiverspcs.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Patient-portal-login_k12-1.pdf


Two Rivers Community Commitments

Stay home if unwell

Two Rivers always embraces a commitment to being “crew” in our school community; the COVID-19 virus has 
shown us new ways in which we are all connected and must work together to ensure our 
community remains safe. Below is a list of ways that everyone - students, families, and staff - practices safety mea-
sures during this pandemic.

“Being crew” means that we look out for one another. When students exhibit any ONE of the following “red flag” 
symptoms, it is critical to stay at home rather than risk spread of COVID:
 
• New or worsening cough
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
• New loss of taste or smell
• Fever (measured or subjective)

When students exhibit TWO or more of these symptoms, it is critical for them to stay home:

• Chills
• Muscle or body aches
• Headache
• Sore throat
• An unusual amount of tiredness 
• Nausea or vomiting
• Runny nose or congestion
• Diarrhea

If you or your child test positive for COVID-19, please alert the school immediately so Two Rivers can notify DC 
Health and follow appropriate protocols. You can email Aurora Steinle, Chief of Staff, at 
asteinle@tworiverspcs.org or email your school’s designated COVID-19 point of contact.

Wear masks 

Mask-wearing continues to be one of the best methods to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. Therefore, everyone 
is required to wear masks with 2-3 layers of tight woven cloth at all times (except when eating, drinking, or outdoors 
and not in close contact). Staff will remind students if their masks are not properly worn or supply them with a 
mask if it is soiled, forgotten at home, or lost. 

Keep hands clean

As we enter the building, we will wash or sanitize our hands. We will continue to clean our hands after restroom 
visits, before and after meals, and after touching our faces.
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Fill health screening questionnaire online daily

Before entering a Two Rivers building, we all must fill out an online health screening questionnaire at home using 
ParentSquare (web portal or app). An on-site screening station will be set-up for any student, family member, or staff 
person who has not completed the screening prior to arrival. It is very important that the questionnaire be complet-
ed truthfully in order to avoid the possibility of infection. 

A TR staff member will be present outside of the building entrance to ensure that only screened students enter TR 
facilities during arrival.

The screening results will be documented and the student will be cleared to enter. Individuals with pre-existing 
health conditions that present with specific COVID-19–like symptoms may not be excluded on the basis of those 
specific symptoms, if a health care provider has provided written or verbal documentation and those specific symp-
toms are not due to COVID-19.
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Check symptoms while onsite

Throughout the day, we will be vigilant in noticing any manifestations of symptoms. If such symptoms appear in 
staff or students, we will connect with the school nurse to determine whether any underlying chronic health con-
dition may be the culprit. Where needed, the student will be escorted to an isolation room until they can be safely 
taken home.  

Distance ourselves and minimize contact 



We have protocols to help maintain social distance of 6 feet apart at arrival, during the day, and at 
dismissal and 3 feet in classrooms.

ArrivalArrival: Two Rivers may engage multiple entrances at times if entrances become overcrowded. Guidance for traffic 
flow and reminders to remain distant will be reinforced by signage and social distancing markings. 

• Parents and bus attendants will verify the completion of the online health screening for each student. Parents 
and bus attendants will not be permitted to escort students into classrooms. Students 

      requiring assistance to class will be escorted by staff.

During the dayDuring the day: Signage on the walls and floor markings will help students distance from one another during hall-
way transitions, in classrooms, at recess, and on the Green.

Dismissal for classesDismissal for classes: Similar to arrival, dismissal will be guided by staff who will ensure students follow social dis-
tancing protocols, will ensure students and parents connect without having parents come into the building, and will 
ensure dismissal in staggered groups using multiple entryways. 

Minimizing spread overallMinimizing spread overall: While our students are outdoors during arrival and dismissal and always wearing masks, 
we still need them to do their best to maintain three feet of distance. If they spend more than 15 minutes with other 
students huddled closer than three feet, they are in close contact. Our team will be increasing enforcement of pro-
tocols to support distancing; please continue to remind your child as you drop them off that they should keep some 
space outside, too, while they reconnect with friends in the morning. 

Additionally, some of our classes have to use “pop out” spaces for lunch in order to maintain six feet of distance. 
While this is part of our health and safety plan and helps us to meet DC Health guidance, we will be ensuring that 
your student’s pop out lunch table only includes students from their own crew.
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Two Rivers Family Commitments

Build mask-wearing stamina at home

We encourage parents to help their students get used to wearing masks throughout the school day. This is not a 
natural skill, but it does become easier with practice. When students have mask-wearing stamina, everyone is safer. 
Below are some are some ways you can help build your child’s stamina:

• Wearing cloth face masks with 2-3 layers should be a priority especially when it's hard to maintain social dis-
tance, such as on the bus, at carpool drop-off or pickup, and when entering the building.

• Have multiple cloth face masks available for your child. Provide your child with a clean mask and 
      back-up mask each day and a clean, resealable bag for them to store the mask when they can't wear it,          
such as at lunch. Two Rivers will also have extra masks on hand.
• Label your child's mask clearly so it's not confused with another child's and instruct your child to never share or 

trade masks with others.
• Practice properly putting on and taking off cloth face masks with your child (one side at a time) while avoiding 

touching the cloth portions.
• Remind your child that they should clean their hands before and after touching their mask.
• Talk to your child about the importance of wearing a face mask and model wearing them as a family.
• Discuss with your child why some people may not be able to wear face masks for medical reasons.

Model social distancing

Practicing social distancing with those outside your household is not only good public health behavior, but it pro-
vides a consistent message to our young learners. If they are used to this shift in behavior, school will seem less 
jarring, especially when we are not able to hug them!
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Practice Hand-washing 

Hand washing is a critical practice for preventing the spread of COVID-19 and another habit that can be practiced 
to help students prepare to be onsite with peers. Here are some ways to help your child have strong hand hygiene:

• Practice hand-washing at home with your child and explain why it's important to wash his or her hands with 
soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially before and after eating, coughing/sneezing, or adjusting a face 
mask. 

• To prevent rushing, suggest washing hands for as long as it takes to sing the “Happy Birthday” song twice. 
• When hand-washing isn’t available, suggest that your child use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at 

least 60% alcohol.
• Also, explain that he or she should avoid touching his or her eyes, nose, and mouth.
• Encourage frequent hand-washing and following good hand hygiene practices, such as asking children to cover 

their mouths and noses with their elbows or tissues when they cough or sneeze and then washing their hands.
• Develop daily routines before and after school that foster healthy habits, such as packing a back-up face mask 

and hand sanitizer in the morning and washing their hands as soon as they come home.

Pack three masks per day per student

We ask parents to pack three fresh masks every day for each of your students. Masks get dirty, rip, and get lost. They 
are one of the best ways to protect our community so having an adequate supply for your child is important. We will 
keep spares onsite just in case.

Stay outside the buildings

At this time, we are strictly limiting the number of individuals entering the school. Therefore, parents will not be 
entering the building to escort their children to their classrooms; staff will take on this role after sanitizing hands in 
the lobby. We have a dismissal protocol with staff escorting students or calling them to the exits when parents arrive.

Get required immunizations

We need families to follow requirements related to vaccines and health forms in order to prevent an
outbreak during a pandemic. The public health risks of vaccine-preventable infections, such as measles, may be as 
great or even greater than those of COVID-19. Here’s how families can help:

• In order to prevent a vaccine preventable disease outbreak in a school setting, it is imperative for all students to 
be fully vaccinated according to CDC and DC Health standards. Please reach out to         medical@tworiverspcs.
org if you are unsure about what is needed for your student to be in compliance.

We strongly encourage all students eligible (anyone age 12 and up) to receive the COVID-19 
vaccination. However, COVID-19 vaccination is not required at this time. Visit vaccinate.dc.gov for more 
information to help stop the spread of the virus and end the pandemic.
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Minimize Non-Essential Travel and Follow Local Quarantine Guidance 

Traveling to high-risk areas can bring added risk into our community. We kindly request that families minimize trav-
el outside the DC-Maryland-Virginia area that may result in their child missing out on in-person learning .

If unvaccinated, the indvidual may take a COVID-19 test 3-5 days after returning home from outside the DMV. If 
the test is negative, the self quarantine can end after the seventh day. If no test is done, unvaccinated people should 
self-quarantine for 10 days after returning home. If vaccinated, no self-quarantine or testing is needed.
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Additional Guidance about Onsite Activity

Classroom Specific Procedures

What should I do if my child tests positive for COVID-19?
If your child test positive for COVID-19, please alert the school immediately so Two Rivers can follow appropri-
ate protocols, including notifying DC Health as needed. You can email Aurora Steinle, Chief of Staff, at asteinle@
tworiverspcs.org or reach out to your school’s designated COVID-19 point of contact to notify Two Rivers.

How often do students wash hands?  
Students must wash their hands as frequently as possible. Critical hand washing times are the first 
opportunity after transitioning from outside, before and after meals, before they need to remove their masks. If soap 
and water are not immediately available, hand sanitizer is a sufficient substitute.  

What about going to the bathroom? 
We are not going to dictate when students go to the bathroom, but we will try to group student bathroom usage to 
avoid cross contamination (i.e., having a group of students consistently use the same bathroom). Organized bath-
room breaks will occur during transitions to and from outside and before and after meals.

What about materials sharing?  
Materials sharing will be minimized. If learning materials must be shared, then teachers will be provided hand san-
itizing wipes to clean materials between use, and students will either wash their hands or use hand sanitizer before 
and after use.

What if there is an emergency or behavior incident?  
In case of an emergency, staff will follow all emergency protocols. In case of a behavior incident that 
cannot be addressed in the classroom, the staff member will contact the administrator on duty to come to the class-
room and respond to the situation. 

What about students who choose not to wear face masks? 
Currently, face masks are required. Students who are unable or unwilling to wear a mask properly will be reminded 
to comply. If compliance becomes an issue, families will be notified. 
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Are student lunch times impacted?
Two Rivers students already eat snack and lunch in their classrooms, which is the recommended meal 
procedure in COVID-19 guidance.

What does learning during quarantine look like?
When students need to quarantine, our goal is to move quickly to ensure that learning does not stop. Teachers are 
required to set up a Google Classroom and post work weekly so that a student has immediate access to assignments. 
Once a teacher is notified that a student is quarantining, the teacher/teaching team will make sure that the student 
has access to current assignments as well as appropriate lessons on our learning software platforms. In cases of a large 
(ie. more than of the class or grade team) quarantine, synchronous instruction will occur. We are also working on a 
plan to secure virtual teachers to maximize the amount of synchronous instruction that can occur for individual and 
small groups of students quarantining, as well as pilot technology that will allow these students to livestream instruc-
tion. You can expect additional information from the Two Rivers instructional team soon. 

When your child returns from a quarantine, you must check them in at the front desk on their first day back from 
school.
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